BABY FRAME DESIGNS
By Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com
Supply list provided with all orders. Designed to fit standard purchased 5x7 photo frames.
Picture openings sized for standard 2 ½” x 3 ½” photos provided by most photography studios.
Picture templates are also provided so you can crop any size photo to fit perfectly!

1. Hoop stabilizer, stitch the first color (placement lines) directly
on the stabilizer, no fabric yet.

2. Remove hoop & flip over to the back side. Center small piece
of wash away stabilizer over picture opening outline, tape at
corners to secure.

3. Flip hoop to right side, center fabric (fusible fleece on wrong
side) over outline. Tape corners, put hoop on machine.

4. Next step tacks the fabric/fleece and the wash away stabilizer
under the hoop down.

5. Remove hoop. First, trim the fabric/fleece from inside
opening close to the outline stitches. Next, trim the tear
away stabilizer from inside opening.

6. Flip hoop over to wrong side. Trim wash away stabilizer
from the outside edge of outline so that the stabilizer only
remains inside the opening. Put hoop on machine.
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7. Finish stitching the design following the step by step
instructions provided with designs. When finished, do not
remove design from hoop yet!

8. With design in hoop, flip hoop over & carefully trim the
stabilizer from inside the opening. Rub a warm wet rag
along the edge to dissolve any remaining stabilizer.

9. Use straight edge & rotary cutter to trim away excess
fabric. Cut 1/8” from zig-zag outline for a snug fit in frame.

10. Use the picture templates (provided with set) to crop a
larger photo to the perfect size for the frame design.

11. Or use a 2 ½” x 3 ½” photo – standard size that is
provided by most photography studios.

12. Add the frame design and your favorite picture to a
standard 5x7 frame and you are finished!
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